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Abstract—Mainly due to the evolution of technologies to store
and share images, the growth of image collections have been
remarkable for years. Therefore, developing effective methods to
index and retrieve such extensive available visual information
is indispensable. The CBIR (Content-Based Image Retrieval)
systems are one of the main solutions for image retrieval tasks.
These systems are mainly supported by the use of different visual
descriptors and machine learning methods. Despite the relevant
advances in the area, mainly driven by deep learning technolo-
gies, accurately computing the similarity between images remains
a complex task in various scenarios due to the well known
semantic gap problem. As distinct features produce complemen-
tary ranking results with different effectiveness performance, a
promising solution consists in combining them. However, how to
decide which visual features to combine is a very challenging
task. This work proposes three novel methods for selecting
and combining ranked lists by estimating their effectiveness in
an unsupervised way. The approaches were evaluated in five
different image collections and several descriptors, achieving
results comparable or superior to the state-of-the-art in most
of the evaluated scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the modern world, the task of searching images through
their visual content is essential, mostly due to the huge amount
of data available. The Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)
systems are originally based on the use of descriptors [5], [6]
for encoding and retrieving images based on visual properties.
In fact, a myriad of different descriptors are available, often
providing distinct and complementary results even for a same
query [7]. Different categories of descriptors may be more
appropriate to certain problems than others. A classic and
simple example that represents this matter is when we compare
the image of an orange to the one of a lemon [7]. By
considering a shape descriptor, the score of similarity between
them tends to be very high. Although, if a color descriptor is
employed, a very low similarity is obtained.

Recently, features based on deep convolutional neural net-
works [8], [9] have been achieving very promising results in
many diverse scenarios. Most of the networks are often trained
in the ImageNet dataset [8] and fine-tuned to the task being
addressed. However, besides the very high results achieved,
there are still scenarios where researchers find out indicatives
that the effectiveness of these systems can be further improved
when considering other types of visual descriptors [10].

1This work relates to a M.Sc. dissertation [1].

In the recent years, different methods have been proposed
with the intent of fusing results from distinct visual fea-
tures [10]–[13]. Most of them still require labels or user inter-
vention to achieve effective results, and only few works have
addressed aspects of selection without labeled data [14]–[18].
Despite the fact that fusion strategies in unsupervised scenarios
have achieved significant gains in terms of effectiveness [16]–
[18], there are still relevant open research challenges. In
most of the cases, the fusion approaches are static and the
selection of descriptors is ad hoc [16]–[18], once there is no
dynamic methodology for selecting the visual descriptors to
be combined.

Our objective is to investigate and propose novel methods
based on unsupervised learning approaches for dynamic selec-
tion and combination of rankings obtained through different
visual descriptors or retrieval systems, without the need of any
training data or user intervention. Considering the diversity of
results obtained from different descriptors, we assume that the
best combinations are provided from results of high effective-
ness and low correlation. In such situations, the combination
can exploit the complementarity and generate results of higher
quality.

However, selecting the best rankers that fit this criteria in
unsupervised scenarios involves multiple research challenges,
including: (i) find the optimal way to determine the rankers
with low correlation and high complementarity; (ii) find the
most adequate way to measure the effectiveness of the evalu-
ated rankers; (iii) estimate the effectiveness of rankers in un-
supervised scenarios; (iv) fuse the selected rankers exploiting
their complementarity and increasing the effectiveness results.

For fusion, there are two main categories of methods: early
and late fusion [19], [20]. Early fusion consists in any kind
of combination directly applied in the feature vectors, which
is generally the primary structure obtained from a feature
extractor. By contrast, late fusion approaches are done in a
higher level of the retrieval process being performed in any
type of structure obtained from the original feature vectors like
similarity matrices or ranked lists.

In this work, three unsupervised methods are proposed for
selection and fusion of ranked lists. Each of them consider
different strategies for this task and belong to the late fusion
category. The Unsupervised Selective Rank Fusion [2] (USRF)
applies different pairwise measures (more specifically correla-
tion and effectiveness estimations) in order to apply weights
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Fig. 1. Main concepts, contributions, and publications of this Master’s work [2]–[4].

for pairs of rankers. From the intersection and union of pairs,
the approach expands the idea for selecting combinations of
any arbitrary size. Another proposed approach is the Ranker
Graph Selection and Fusion [3] (RGSF) that uses a weighted
graph where each node represents a ranker with a certain ef-
fectiveness estimation and the vertexes the correlation between
them. The connected components are considered to represent
the possible combinations that are candidates to be fused. One
challenging task is to keep the diversity while selecting the best
combination along multiple iterations. With this in mind, we
also proposed an Unsupervised Genetic Algorithm Framework
for Rank Selection and Fusion [4] (UGAF-RSF) which aims
in selecting and fusing rankers through genetic algorithms by
using an unsupervised fitness function.

Figure 1 presents a diagram that illustrates the different con-
cepts and contributions involved in this work and the relations
between them. In blue, the main methods proposed in this
work; in green, the concepts used to address the contributions;
in red, the other subjects related to the research; and in yel-
low, the associated publications. The proposed methods were
evaluated in various public datasets, commonly used as bench-
mark in image retrieval tasks. The conducted experimental
evaluation considered around 40 different features, including
global, local and deep features. Significant effectiveness results
were obtained, with gains up to +55% in relation to the
highest effective isolated feature. The proposed methods were
also compared to other state-of-the-art approaches, achieving
comparable or superior results on different datasets.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II addresses the image retrieval model and the problem
definition. While Section III details the methods proposed and
the main contributions of this work, Section IV shows and
discusses the obtained results. Finally, Section V presents the
conclusions, publications, and future work originated from this
Master’s work.

II. IMAGE RETRIEVAL MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

This section formally defines the rank model used along the
paper. Let C={x1, x2, . . . , xN} be an image collection, where
N denotes the collection size. Let us consider a retrieval task
where, given a query image, returns a list of images from the
collection C.

Formally, given a query image xq , a ranker denoted by Rj
computes a ranked list τq=(x1, x2, . . . , xk) in response to the
query. The ranked list τq can be defined as a permutation of the
k-neighborhood set N (q), which contains the k most similar
images to image xq in the collection C. The permutation τq is
a bijection from the set N (q) onto the set [k] = {1, 2, . . . , k}.
The τq(i) notation denotes the position (or rank) of image xi
in the ranked list τq .

The ranker R can be defined based on diverse approaches,
including feature extraction or learning methods. In this paper,
a feature-based approach [6] is considered, defining R as a
tuple (ε, ρ), where ε : C → Rd is a function that extracts a
feature vector vx from an image x ∈ C; and d: Rd × Rd →
R is a distance function that computes the distance between
two images according to their corresponding feature vectors.
Formally, the distance between two images xi, xj is defined by
d(ε(xi), ε(xj)). The notation d(xi, xj) is used for readability
purposes.

A ranked list can be computed by sorting images in a
crescent order of distance. In terms of ranking positions we
can say that, if image xi is ranked before image xj in the
ranked list of image xq , that is, τq(i) < τq(j), then d(q, i) ≤
d(q, j). Taking every image in the collection as a query image
xq , a set of ranked lists T = {τ1, τ2, . . . , τn} can be obtained.

Different features and distance functions give rise to differ-
ent rankers which, in turn, produce distinct ranked lists. Let
R = {R1, R2, . . . , Rm} be a set of rankers and Rj ∈ R, we
denote by Tj the set of ranked lists produced by Rj . A ranked
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Fig. 2. The proposed workflow for rank selection and fusion in image retrieval tasks [2]–[4].

list computed by the ranker Rj in response to a query xq is
denoted by τj,q .

The objective of the proposed methods is to select from the
set R a sub-set of rankers which produces the most effective
retrieval results, based on the analysis of their respective
ranked lists, without the need of any labeled data. Formally,
the framework can be defined by a function fs as follows:

X∗n = fs(T1, T2, . . . , Tm), (1)

where X∗n denotes the set of rankers selected by the framework
for a given size n, such that |X∗n| = n.

III. PROPOSED METHODS

This work proposes three distinct methods for rank selection
and fusion considering different strategies. Figure 2 illus-
trates the workflow with the steps that compose the proposed
framework employed in this work. Given different rankers as
input, provided by descriptors of different types, the proposed
methods are applied in order to select and combine them in a
completely unsupervised fashion. In other words, without the
use of training labels or user intervention. Two different hy-
potheses were considered for structuring the selection strategy
in the proposed methods:

1) effectiveness: the more effective the rankers being com-
bined, more effective the fusion result obtained;

2) diversity: if two rankers are low correlated, they prob-
ably have high complementarity between their results.

To assure the effectiveness (first hypothesis), different ef-
fectiveness estimation measures were used as the Authority
Score [21] and the Reciprocal Density [22]. For the diversity,
different strategies were used, some approaches applied corre-
lation measures (e.g. Jaccard, Kendallτ , Spearman). In all the
methods, a fusion step is performed using an unsupervised
fusion approach. The proposed approaches are very flexible,
allowing the use of different methods for this task. In this
work, we are using the CPRR [12] because the method is
recent and presents results comparable to the state-of-the-art.

The remaining of this section is organized as follows:
Section III-A presents a method based on pairwise mea-
sures, Section III-B presents a method based on graphs and
connected components, Section III-C presents a method that
proposes a genetic algorithm framework.

A. Selection through Pairwise Measures
The Unsupervised Selective Rank Fusion [2] (USRF) relies

on the idea of assigning estimation scores for pairs of rankers.
This score is formulated from two different equations, which
were designed based on the hypotheses earlier described.
Figure 3 presents the USRF workflow that illustrates the main
steps of the method. Each of theses steps are described in
the following subsections in their respective order: selection
by effectiveness is described in Section III-A1, selection by
correlation in Section III-A2, and the joint selection measure
in Section III-A3. Finally, Section III-A4 describes the fusion
approach applied.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the USRF iterations [2].



1) Selection through Effectiveness Estimation: Considering
the assumption that relevant combinations are given by rankers
of high effectiveness, let Γ be the effectiveness selection mea-
sure applied to a pair {R1, R2} and γ(Ri) be a function that
returns the effectiveness estimation (e.g. Authority Score [21],
Reciprocal Density [22]) of ranked lists provided by the ranker
Ri. The measure for selection through effectiveness estimation
is defined as:

Γ(R1, R2) = γ(R1)× γ(R2). (2)

2) Selection through Correlation: Considering the assump-
tion that rankers with low correlation provide a potential way
for exploiting the complementarity of the data, let Λ be a
correlation function (e.g. Jaccard, Spearman, Goodman) and
λ(R1, R2) be a function that returns a value of correlation
(similarity in the interval [0, 1]) between the ranked lists
offered by the rankers R1 and R2. The measure for selection
through correlation is defined by the Equation 3.

Λ(R1, R2) =
1

1 + λ(R1, R2)
. (3)

3) Joint Selection Measure: Our proposed selection mea-
sure employed by the USRF is based on the incorporation of
the two earlier equations, with the objective of selecting pairs
of high effectiveness and low correlation (high complementar-
ity). The measure wp is defined as:

wp({R1, R2}) = Γ(R1, R2)× Λ(R1, R2)β

=
γ(R1)× γ(R2)

(1 + λ(R1, R2))β
, (4)

where the exponent β is used with the intent of applying
a weight for the correlation, which allows the use of the
proposed measure in different scenarios.

One important remark is that, since the employed measure
computes estimations only for pairs of rankers, we consider the
intersection and union of combinations to select combinations
of any arbitrary size.

4) Fusion Approach: After selecting the combination of
rankers (which is denoted by X∗), the CPRR [12] is applied
in order to fuse the rankers into a single new ranker that is
expected to be more effective than the isolated descriptors
provided.

B. Selection through Graphs and Connected Components
The Ranker Graph Selection and Fusion [3] (RGSF) is

a method that consists in the use of a weighted graph for
selecting the combinations of rankers. In this graph, each
vertex corresponds to a ranker and the edge between them
is weighted by a correlation measure. The vertexes are also
weighted according to an effectiveness estimation measure
associated to each ranker. Different from the USRF, the
RGSF does not require a separate iteration for each size of
combination, being more flexible.

Figure 4 presents the workflow of the RGSF method. In (1)
the graph is built along the iterations considering thresholds
that gradually decrease. The connected components (CC) that

appear along the iterations are used as the combinations to
be fused. Each selected combination is denoted as Xi where
i denotes an index. In this method, each CC corresponds to
a different combination, in such way that, each ranker that
belongs to it is part of the combination.
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Step (2) considers an unsupervised post-processing method
(CPPR, in this case) that performs a rank-aggregation proce-
dure for the input rankers and outputs a new set of ranking
results for each combination, which is expected to be more
effective than the isolated ones. For this method, we adopt the
X′i notation to differentiate the combination before and after
the fusion stage.

For all the executions performed, the effectiveness estima-
tion measure (which is unsupervised) computes a score for
each output ranker (X′i) in (3). Finally, the X′i with the highest
score is provided as output in (4), being denoted as X′∗.

C. Selection through Genetic Algorithm
The Unsupervised Genetic Algorithm Framework for Rank

Selection and Fusion [4] (UGAF-RSF) employs a genetic
algorithm approach to address the task of selecting and fusing
rankers. The idea is that the most effective rankers are kept
along the generations considering an unsupervised fitness
measure. Different from the other methods proposed in this
work, which consider correlation measures as a strategy to
ensure the diversity and complementarity, this approach relies
on the randomness of the genetic algorithm. Figure 5 illustrates
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the workflow with the main steps of the framework, each of
them are detailed as follows:

1) each chromosome is represented as a sequence of bits
where each bit indicates whether or not a ranker is part
of a combination. A random population is generated,
where all the rankers have the same probability of being
set to a combination;

2) a fusion step is executed for each of the chromosomes
of the population considering the CPRR method (as
previously described);

3) the unsupervised fitness function is applied in the fusion
result of each of the chromosomes. In this frame-
work, we considered a hybrid estimation measure as
fitness function, which consists in the multiplication
of Authority Score [21] and Reciprocal Density [22]
(Hybrid = Authority ×Reciprocal);

4) a tournament selection (considering three individuals per
tournament) is performed to choose the best individuals
for the next stages. For this step, we also consider a
small elitism rate in order to decrease the number of
iterations required for the algorithm convergence;

5) each individual has a probability (crossover rate) of
being used for crossover. Given two parent chromo-
somes, each bit of the child chromosome has the same
probability of belonging to either parent. This type
of crossover is called uniform crossover. We use this
technique because it avoids drastic changes in the new
individuals;

6) mutation operations are applied for all individuals,
where each bit has a probability (mutation rate) of being
flipped. Such operation is important to keep the diversity
of the population along the generations.

IV. RESULTS

This section presents a brief overview of the results obtained
in this work. Our approaches were compared with other state-
of-the-art methods on the Holidays and UKBench datasets,

presented in Tables I and II, respectively. Notice that our ap-
proaches present effectiveness results superior or comparable
to the baselines in the majority of the scenarios.

TABLE I
STATE-OF-THE-ART ON THE HOLIDAYS [23] DATASET (MAP).

MAP for state-of-the-art methods
Jégou Tolias Paulin Qin Zheng

et al. [23] et al. [24] et al. [25] et al. [26] et al. [27]
75.07% 82.20% 82.90% 84.40% 85.20%

Sun Zheng Pedronette Li Liu
et al. [28] et al. [29] et al. [30] et al. [31] et al. [32]

85.50% 85.80% 86.19% 89.20% 90.89%

Proposed Methods
USRF [2] RGSF [3] UGAF-RSF [4]
90.51% 89.56% 86.99% ± 1.1297

TABLE II
STATE-OF-THE-ART ON THE UKBENCH [33] DATASET (N-S SCORE).

N-S Score for state-of-the-art methods
Zheng Wang Sun Paulin Zhang Zheng

et al. [34] et al. [35] et al. [28] et al. [25] et al. [18] et al. [17]
3.57 3.68 3.76 3.76 3.83 3.84

Bai Xie Liu Pedronette Bai
et al. [36] et al. [37] et al. [32] et al. [30] et al. [38]

3.86 3.89 3.92 3.93 3.94

Proposed Methods
USRF [2] RGSF [3] UGAF-RSF [4]

3.94 3.79 3.95 ± 0.3206

Figure 6 presents examples of visual results for three
different queries on the UKBench dataset. Each row shows
the results for the queries that were selected as part of the
combination. In order to facilitate the visualization, query
images are shown with green borders and incorrect results
with red borders. The last row shows the fusion result. For this
example, it can be noticed that the fused result has solved the
issues of the isolated rankers, which indicates that the selection
was effective and the complementarity between the results was
correctly exploited in the fusion stage.

The methods were also evaluated considering their effi-
ciency. Table III presents the execution time for each method
and dataset. Notice that RGSF is the faster and UGAF-RSF
is the slowest among the three. This is due to the number of
fusions that the genetic algorithm requires to compute along
the generations. Besides the slower times for the UGAF-
RSF, it is still much faster than computing all the possible
combinations.

TABLE III
EXECUTION TIMES FOR THE PROPOSED METHODS.

Image Mean Execution Time (seconds)
Dataset USRF [2] RGSF [3] UGAF-RSF [4]

Flowers [39] 1094.56 ± 6.81 752.16 ± 4.81 1871.24 ± 62.39
Corel5k [40] 8116.09 ± 29.79 3295.16 ± 6.05 46539.31 ± 502.22

UKBench [33] 882.95 ± 10.97 247.67 ± 1.71 6685.59 ± 336.61
Holidays [23] 417.49 ± 0.85 104.478 ± 0.40 6559.08 ± 230.11

For a broad view of the obtained results in each case,
Table IV introduces a joint analysis that considers both ef-
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fectiveness and efficiency. The methods are ranked according
to their results in each dataset. In general, USRF and RGSF
are comparable being among the best ranked in terms of
effectiveness. Although, regarding efficiency, RGSF is the
faster in all the considered scenarios. Considering both aspects,
in general, USRF seems to be the most balanced choice. How-
ever, the ideal method still depends on the user requirements
and constraints for each case.

TABLE IV
EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED METHODS.

Evaluated Criteria Rank
1st 2nd 3rd

Effectiveness Evaluation
Best MAP on Flowers [39] USRF RGSF UGAF-RSF
Best MAP on Corel5k [40] UGAF-RSF USRF RGSF
Best MAP on UKBench [33] UGAF-RSF USRF RGSF
Best MAP on Holidays [23] USRF RGSF UGAF-RSF

Efficiency Evaluation
Exec. Time on Flowers [39] RGSF USRF UGAF-RSF
Exec. Time on Corel5k [40] RGSF USRF UGAF-RSF
Exec. Time on UKBench [33] RGSF USRF UGAF-RSF
Exec. Time on Holidays [23] RGSF USRF UGAF-RSF

V. CONCLUSIONS, PUBLICATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have presented three different unsupervised
approaches for selecting and fusing different rankers. The
methods were evaluated on image retrieval datasets consider-
ing rankers provided by diverse descriptors covering different
categories (global, local, and deep learning). We achieved
results comparable or better to the state-of-the-art in the
majority of the cases.

This paper focuses on the results and methods proposed
in [2]–[4], which composes the main body of the Master’s
dissertation [1]. In addition, the Master’s work was concluded
in two years, resulting in various contributions and eight
papers published or submitted along the period:
• four international conference papers [4], [41]–[43];
• three international journal papers [2], [44], [45];
• one submission to an international journal paper [3].

Most of the publications have the student as the first author,
except [42] and [45], which are collaborations. While [42]
evaluates late fusion rank aggregation approaches for video
interestingness prediction, [45] proposes an unsupervised man-
ifold ranking algorithm based on hypergraphs for multimedia
retrieval tasks. An extension of one of the student’s under-
graduate work is presented in [41], which exploits the use
of supervised measures to select the best rankers. A semi-
supervised classifier based on correlation graphs and majority
vote strategies was proposed in [43], originated from the
Master’s Artificial Intelligence course. In [44], different kNN
sets and correlation measures were exploited for re-ranking
and rank fusion tasks.

As future work, there are multiple research topics that can
be exploited: (i) use and evaluation of other methods for the
fusion stage; (ii) development of new estimation measures
based on different strategies, not only in the analysis of the
reciprocal neighborhood of the ranked lists; (iii) investigation
of effectiveness estimation measures as fitness functions in
genetic programming scenarios, where the chromosomes are
represented as trees; (iv) there is also the possibility of
applying the proposed methods in diverse and multimodal
retrieval scenarios (e.g. sound, video, text).
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